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Summary
ApplTop Solutions announced this week the release of their next major
product for the Oracle E-Business Suite, ASL*Accelerate/R2i. Initially
designed over 4 years ago and over 12 months in development, the wait is
now over.
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Originally developed early in 1999 as a proof o f concept product, ApplTop
Solutions are pleased to announce the worldwide release of their next major
product, ASL*Accelerate/R2i for the Oracle E-Business Suite 11i.
ASL*Accelerate enables the non-technical to enhance, personalise and
streamline their applications in ways that make end-users more efficient and
productive, this can ultimately streamline the business and help companies
make better use of their investment in the Oracle E-Business Suite.
Craig O’Neill, founder of ApplTop Solutions says “We originally developed a
prototype of ASL*Accelerate during the early part of 1999; since that time we
have released ASL*Form and have also been working hard to ensure that
ASL*Accelerate is as flexible and as powerful as possible. It meets all of our
expectations as far as ease of use and functionality are concerned. Almost all
businesses that use the Oracle E-Business Suite can benefit greatly by using
ASL*Accelerate, whether they want to simply make some existing forms more
secure by dynamically hiding fields or whether they want to develop a range
of custom navigational enhancements to the system then ASL*Accelerate
provides them with the tools they need at a very low cost. Cost,
implementation times and risk no longer factor into the equation when
deciding whether or not to provide an end user with what they require.”
The product consists of a number of components that allow its users to
enhance existing parts of the Oracle E-Business Suite in a matter of minutes
without having to write a single line of code. The two main components are: ASL*Zoom…

Create navigational enhancements to the applications.
ASL*Action…
Make amendments to existing forms within the applications.
ASL*Accelerate offers low cost, low risk solutions for everyday issues that do
not require strong technical skills and that can be provided in a matter of
minutes.
ApplTop Solutions say, “Since before the release of our flagship product
ASL*Form, we have been working hard on ASL*Accelerate, we are pleased to
announce its release and we are confident that it will meet and exceed all of
our clients expectations. ASL*Accelerate is a very powerful and flexible
product that can help improve the end-users experience of the Oracle EBusiness Suite in so many ways that it facilitates greater productivity and
acceptance of a system.”
ASL*Accelerate will initially only be available for Oracle E-Business Suite 11i
but a version for Oracle Applications 11.0.x will be made available shortly
after the products initial release.
ASL*Accelerate is priced at £9,500 (GBP) per site. A single site license
entitles you to install the product on as many Applications instances as is
required so long as they all reside at a single site. There are no restrictions on
the number of users, either developer or e nd-user. ApplTop Solutions also
provide comprehensive support services, consultancy and training.
Full product details including licensing/pricing are available from ApplTop
Solutions website.
All ApplTop products are available on a zero cost, zero obligation trial basis
for up to 4 weeks. ApplTop Solutions state that ROI is very likely to be
realised during the trial period.
For more information, to arrange an online live product demonstration or a no
obligation product trial then contact ApplTop Solutions with your requirements.
Email: info@appltop.com
Web: http://www.appltop.com
Tel: +44 1274 620942
Fax: +44 1274 620942
Founded during 1999 and based in England, ApplTop Solutions Limited is an
independent software solution provider within the Oracle Applications
complimentary software market.
ASL*Accelerate and ASL*Form are trademarks of ApplTop Solutions Limited.
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